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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a local ring, m be its maximal ideal, K = R/m, and M be a 
finitely generated R-module. The Poincare series P(R, M) is the formal 
power seriesx &vi, where Bi = dim, Tor,R(k, M). It has been conjectured 
by Kaplansky and by Serre that P(R, k) re p resents a rational function for any 
local ring R. In this paper we will reduce the above conjecture to the zero- 
dimensional case, which still remains open. 
If R is a regular local ring of dimension n, the Koszul complex of R is a 
minimal resolution of K so P(R, k) = (1 + 3~)“. Let I be an ideal of R, 
IC m2 and let K* = K OR R/I. Golod has shown in [2] that if H(K*) has 
trivial multiplication and all higher R’Iassey operations in H(K*) vanish, then 
P(R 4 
P(RI1’ ‘) = 1 - x(P(R, R/I) - 1) ’ (1.1) 
Hence P(RII, k) represents a rational function. 
We may regard Golod’s hypothesis as a property of the homomorphism 
f : R + R/I. In Section 1, we introduce a generalization of Golod’s hypothesis 
called a Golod homomorphism, in which R is allowed to be any local ring, 
and we obtain Eq. (1.1) (Theorem 1.6). The generalization, however, makes 
no mention of the Massey operations. These are reintroduced in Section 2, 
where the kernels of certain induced homomorphisms in homology are 
described in terms of May’s [8] matric Massey products. 
In Section 3, we first show how Golod homomorphisms give a unified 
approach to the works of Tate [l l] and Golod [2]. Then we turn our attention 
to the homomorphism f: R 4 R/(0: m). It can be seen that the Kaplansky- 
Serre conjecture would follow if we could “factor out the socle,” i.e., if it 
can be shown that for any local ring R, P(R, k) represents a rational function 
if and only if P(R/(O: m), k) does. This is true if f: R -+ R/(0: m) is a Golod 
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homomorphism, so it is natural to seek conditions on R that make 
f : R + R/(0: m) a Golod h omomorphism. In Theorem 3.11, w-e show that 
if R is a local Gorenstein ring of dimension zero and dim, m/m” < 3, then 
f: R + R/(0: m) is a Golod homomorphism. Wiebe [12] has shown that in 
this case P(R, k) represents a rational function, so we may conclude the same 
for P(R/(O: m), k). This generalizes a result of Gulliksen’s [4] that 
P(R/(O: m), k) represents a rational function if R is a local complete inter- 
section of dimension zero. 
Finally, we make the reduction to dimension zero referred to above. That 
is, it is shown that for any local ring R, f : R -+ R/m’ is a Golod homomor- 
phism for sufficiently large + (Theorem 3.15). It is a consequence that 
P(R, k) represents a rational function if and only if P(R/mr, k) does. In [6], 
the author conjectured that Ext,(k, k) with the Yoneda product is a finitely 
generated algebra for any local ring R. Another consequence of Theorem 3.15 
is that this conjecture is also reduced to the zerodimensional case. 
1. GOLOD HOMOMORPHISMS 
Let R, m and R*, m* be local rings and f : R + R* a local homomorphism 
which is surjective. Both R and R* have the same residue field k = R/m = 
R*/m*. The short exact sequence 
O+m*+R*-+k-+O 
induces the connecting homomorphism 
6: Tor,k(k, k) -+ To&(k, m*) 
and the homomorphism f: R -+ R* induces 
‘p: ToriR(k, m*) -+ Torp*(k, m*). 
DEFINITION 1.1. We call f: R + R* a Golod homomorphism if 6 and ‘p 
are both monomorphisms, for all i > 1. 
Note. The diagram 
ToriR(k, k) r) Torf*(k, k) 
To$,(k, m*) 2 Torf:l(k, m*) 
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shows that if f is a Golod homomorphism, then 7 is a monomorphism, while 
if 7 is a monomorphism, so is 6. 
The following theorem explains the definition more fully. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f : R -+ R* be a Golod homomorphism, X be a minimal 
resolution of k ocer R, and X* = X @ R”.l Then 
(A) Zi(Xv) C mXi* for i 3 1, 
and 
(B) there exists a minimal resolution Y of k oaer R* such that X* is a 
direct summand of Y and 
2(X*) n mB( Y) C mB(X*). 
Proof. (A) Since 6 is a monomorphism, the long exact sequence 
e-e + ToriR(k, R*) L Tor,R(k, k) : Tor,!,(k, m*) + *** 
shows that 01 = 0 for i > 1. But, since X is a minimal resolution of k, 01 may 
be identified with the mapping E&(X @ R*) ---f H,(X @k) - Xi*/mXi* 
induced by the canonical map R* + k. It follows that 2,(X*) C mX,*. 
(B) Let 1-s = Xc,*. Assume that the complex Yi has been defined for 
i = O,..., p such that Xi* is a direct summand of Yi , where the inclusion 
Xi* + Yi is a mapping of complexes, and such that Z,(Y) C mYi for 
i=l ,...,p and 
Y,+ YDel-+ “‘+ Y, 
is exact. For i 3 1, 2,(X*) C mXi*, and thus, 
ToriR(k, m*) M H,(X @ m*) = Z,(X*)/m&(X*) = Z,(X*)/mZ,(X*) 
since TordR(k, m*) is a vector space over k, and thus, m(Zf(X*)) C m&(X*). 
Similarly, 
Torf*(k, m*) w H,(Y @ m*) = Zi(Y)/mZi(Y) 
for i = O,...,p. 
Since p is a monomorphism, 
ZJX*) n mZi( Y) C m&(X*); 
1 All tensor products are over R, unless otherwise specified. 
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hence 
&(X*) n mZi( Y) C m&(X*). 
In particular, the mapping 
p: B,(X*) @ k -+ Z,(Y) @ k 
is a monomorphism. 
Let W be a complement of Im /3 in Z,(Y) @ k and let F be a free R*- 
module such that F @ k m W. Then define Yi+r = XzF+1 @F with dif- 
ferential d 
F ---L Z,(Y) 
I I 
W-Z,(Y) @ k 
obtained by lifting. Now it is clear that the sequence 
Y =+I--+ Y,” “‘-+ Yo 
is exact and that Y,+r @ k w Z,(Y) @ k so that Z,+,(Y) C my,,, . 
THEOREM 1.3. Let f: R -+ R* be a Golod homomorphism and let E;,p be 
the spectral sequence associated with f where 
Et,* M Tort*(k, Torgk(k, R*)) 7 TorR(k, k). 
Then for r > 1 and q > 0, the d@rential d&: Ez,, + E~-,,,+,-l is zero. 
Proof. Let X and Y be as in Theorem 1.2. The spectral sequence is that 
of the double complex Y @ X* with total differential d = d’ + d”, via the 
filtration 
F,(Y @ X”) = c Yi @ X*. 
i<P 
Thus, an element of .Zi*, has the form 
2 %-i.e+1; X(j E Y* @ x,* 
i-o 
such that d”x,,, = 0 and 
d”x,-i,Q+i + d’Xp-i+l,a+f-l = 0; i = l,..., Y - 1. 
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To show that di,g = 0 we need only show that ZL,, C Z$$t L F,-r( Y OX*). 
So let z = ~~=, Xg-i,p.+i E Zi,, , q > 0 and let z, = ii:i x,-~,~-~. Then 
z - zr EF,-,(Y @ X*). Because Z(X*) C B(Y) we may “complete” s1 
to a cycle of Y @ Y as follows: we have z, E Zi,, and dz, = d’xPP--r+l,P+r--l . 
So ddz, = (d’ + d”) dx, = d”dzl = 0. Thus, there existsyD-r,*.+. E Y,-r @ 
Y P+T such that d”yD-,,,+, + d’x,-,-l,g+r--l = 0. Similarly, d”d’yyg-r,Q+,. = 0 
so there exists y9-r-1,P+r+l E YD-r-l @ Yn+,.+r such that d”yD-r-l,a+,.+l t 
d’yl)-T,pTr = 0, etc., eventually obtaining an element 
e = f YD-i,a#i E i Y,-i 0 Yg+i 
i=r i--r 
such that zr + B E Z(Y @ Y). L e E: Y -+ k be the augmentation. Since t 
q>O, (l@~)(.z~f0)=0. But (~OE)*:H(YOY)-~H(YOK) is 
an isomorphism so 2; f 0 E B(Y @ Y) C m(Y @ Y). In particular, 
yZ)--T,P+l. e mE’,-, $3 Yptr so 
dz, = d’xs--r,q+r--l 
= -d’Yyp-r.a+r E (Y,-r 0 m%+,-IW) n t y,-T 0 XiL-1) 
= Y,-, @ mB,,-,(X*) 
by Theorem 1.2 (B). Hence, there is an ~,-,,~+r E Ii,-, OX,*+,. such that 
d’xD--r+l,p+r-l + d”x,-,,Q+r = 0. Then z, = zr + ~~-r,~+r E ZiTi and 
THEOREM 1 A. In the above spectral sequence 
E;,, - TorDR(k, k) if q=o 
= 0 if 4 z 0. 
Proof. Using the same double complex as in Theorem 1.3, but with the 
opposite filtration 
‘F,(Y @ X”) = c Y @ xj* 
j<_p 
we get a degenerate spectral sequence with 
k@X*m ‘Et2 = ‘E3 = . . . = ‘E” = H(Y @ X*). 
Hence, H(Y @ X*) w TorR(k, k) and the theorem will follow if we show 
that X,* @ k C Ez,O. 
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Since X* is a direct summand of Y, we get a monomorphism 
X,*@k+Y&k~E;,,. 
Thus, we must show that as a subspace of p,,, , X,* @ k survives to EF,O. 
The isomorphism Ez,O m Y, @ k is induced by restricting 1 @ E: 
Y@X*+Y@ktoZ;,,, and thus, it is enough to show that 
X,* @ k C (1 @ E) Z,(Y OX*). 
However, since X is a minimal resolution of k over R, and thus 
(1 @ E)*: H(X @ X) -+ H(X @ k) 
is an isomorphism, 
X,* @ k C (1 @ E) 2,(X* @ X”) C (1 @ 6) Z,( Y @ X”). 
DEFINITION 1.5. The Poincare’ series P(R, IV) of a finitely generated 
module A4 over a local ring R is the power series c’?EO B,x” where 
Bi = dim, ToriR(k, AZ). 
THEOREM 1.6. If R --t R* is a Golod homomorphism, then 
P(R, 4 
P(R*’ k, = 1 - x(P(R, R*) - 1) * 
Proof, By Theorem 1.3, all the differentials di,* = 0 for Y 3 1 and Q > 0. 
This yields short exact sequences 
0 + Ei+i + Ez 0 -+ TorpR_f,(k, k) @ TorrR_,(k, R*) + 0 
for Y > 1. Also, by Theorem 1.4, Egsl = Ez,, w Tor,R(k, A). Putting all the 
sequences together we get 
9-l 
BP* = B, + 1 CiB,*-i-1 
id 
where B,* = diml, TorE*(k, k), B, = dim, TorBR(k, k) and ci = 
dim, ToriR(k, R*). Hence, the result. 
2. ~VATRIC MASSEY PRODUCTS 
Having taken the Massey products out of the Golod theory, we now bring 
them back by showing that condition (B) of Theorem 1.2, is essentially the 
vanishing of the Massey products. 
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We will use the notation and results of [S], from which we quote basic 
definitions and results, suitably tailored to our needs. Let U be a differential 
graded commutative R-algebra and let N and P be differential graded 
U-modules. Matric Massey products will be defined on tuples (I’, ,..., I/‘,) of 
matrices where the entries of V, are in H(N), those of Vi are in H(U) for 
i = 2,..., 71 - 1, and those of V, are in H(P). 
DEFINITION 2.1. An m x 71 matrix I’ and an n x r matrix W are called 
multipliable if deg vik + deg wki is independent of k. A system of matrices 
(Vl ,***, V,) is called multipliable if each pair Vi , V,+l is multipliable. 
The following sign convention will be used as in [g]. Let E and F be 
differential graded R-modules. For a E E, define a = (-l)r+des= a and for 
A = (Q) E ME, define A = (gii) and &l = (&). Then if E @F-t G is a 
morphism of differential graded R-modules, A E ME and B E &IF we have -- 
dJ = -dA, AB = --AB, d(AB) = (dA) B - Jd(B). 
DEFIKITION 2.2. Let (VI ,..., V,) be a multipliable system of matrices 
such that V, is a row matrix and Vn is a column matrix. The matric Massey 
product (V, ,..., V,) is defined if there exist matrices Aij , 0 < i <j < n, 
(i,j) # (0, n) where &E MN for j < YZ (i.e., the entries of Aaj are in N). 
Aij E ;MU for 0 < i < j < 11, and Ai, E IMP for i > 0, such that {A,-l,,} = Vi 
for 1 < i < 71 and 
j-1 
dAij = ztfi, = C Ji,A,j 
k=i+l 
for i < j - i < n. Such a set of matrices is called a defining system for 
(r;, ,...) V,). Then A,, = x;i: &,,A,, is a cycle in N @ UP (the products 
are formed via the canonical mapping N @ P -+ N @u P) and ( I’r ,..., V,,) 
is defined to be the set of all homology classes {-&,,} in H(N @ oP) obtainable 
in this way from some defining system. 
In particular, (V, , V,) contains only the product vr Vz . Ordinary Massey 
products are matrix Massey products on 1 x 1 matrices. 
We may regard N, U, P as Z-graded R-modules with Ni = Ui = Pi = 0 
for i < 0. 
DEFINITIOK 2.3. Let C&V, U, P) = u (VI ,..., V,) where the union 
is taken over all matrices V, E fMH(N), V E MH( V), i = 2,..., 71 - 1, and 
V, EMT(P) such that <VI ,..., V,) is defined and, in addition, in any 
defining system Aij used to compute (V, ,..., Vn), the only degree zero 
entries allowed in Aij for i > 0 are boundaries (i.e., entries of negative 
degree are always allowed and all entries of degree zero are allowed in A, for 
j> 0). 
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Note that C&V, U, P) is a subset of H(N @ J’). In fact: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The set C,(N, U, P) is a graded R-submodule of 
H(N @ LvP)and for n 2 2, 
c&v, u, P) C C,,,(N, U, P). 
Proof. By [8, Proposition 2.71, if x E (VI ,..., V,,) C C&V, U, P)and r E R, 
then rx E C&V, U, P). Also by [8, Proposition 2.91, if x E (VI ,..., V,) and 
y E <WI ,*-*, W,,} where x and y have the same degree in H(N @ LrP), then 
x + y E C,(Ar, U, P). Thus, C&V, U, P) is a graded R-submodule of 
H(N @ vP). 
Kow if (V, ,..., V,) is defined, then (V, ,..., V,) C (V, ,..., V,+, , 0,O) 
where the zeroes are zero matrices of appropriate size with entries of appro- 
priate degree (possibly negative). To see this, let A, be a defining system for 
(Vl 3--m, v,> and define Bij=A,, for j<n---1, Bi,,=O for i<n, 
Bi,n+l = Ai, for i < n and B,~,+l = 0. Then the Bij form a defining system 
for (V, ,..., V,-, , 0, 0) and 
11-l n-1 
&a = c &A,, = 1 &4.,+l = &,n+, 
j=l j=l 
It follows that C,(N, U, P) C C,+,(X, U, P). 
To what extent does the choice of a defining system A, affect the homology 
class {a,,} ? The results below give a partial answer. 
PROPOSITION 2.5 [8, Lemma 2.21. If (VI ,..., V,) is defined, then the 
entire set (V, ,..., V,) can be obtained from dejining systems Aij which start 
with any fixed chosen set of matrices A,-l,i of representative cycles for the Vi . 
DEFINITION 2.6. The indeterminacy 
In(I/; ,..,, VJ = {x - y 1 x, 3’ E (V, ,...) V,)). 
PROPOSITION 2.7 [S, Proposition 2.31. If (V, ,..., V,) C C,(N, U, P), 
then In( V, ,..., V,) c c&v, u, P). 
We will now apply these techniques to calculate the kernels of certain 
induced homomorphisms in homology. 
Let f : R -+ R* be a local epimorphism and U a differential graded, skew- 
commutative R*-algebra such that U,, = R* and B,(U) = m* (e.g., we 
could take U = X @ R* where X is an R-algebra resolution of k over R.) 
We will define a sequence of differential graded U-modules 
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such that Y = ua>i YP is acyclic. In particular if the Vi are free R*-modules, 
then Y will be a free resolution of k over R*. Each &(YP) is a vector space 
over K since for z E Z(YP) and t E m*, there is a T E Lri , with dT = t so that 
fz = d(Tz), and thus, m*Z(YP) C B(Yp). 
Let Y1 = L’ and having defined YD’, let F, be a free R*-module such that 
k@F,x H,(YP). Then define 
Yp+l= Y,@(U@E;) 
(where the elements of F, have degree p + 1, i.e., we think of F, as a complex 
with Ci = 0 for i f p + 1 and C,+i = F,,). The differential d: 
Ui OF,-+ Yn is obtained for i = 0 by lifting 
&l OF, --------f Z,( UP) 
1 1 
and then extending to make d a derivation; i.e., for i > 0, let s E Gi , a E F, 
and define 
d(x @ a) = (dx) @ a - %d(l @ a). 
Then if Y = uSal YP, we will have Y, = YDp, and Z,(Yp) = B,(Yp+l), so 
that Y is acyclic and thus a resolution of k over R* if each Lii is free. Each YP 
and hence Y is a differential graded U-module. 
Now let L be an R*-module and define 
and 
C(n, p) = C,(L cg J!, u, Y”), 
C(n, p, i) = C(n, p) n H,(L @ Yp). 
The inclusion YP+ YP-Lc induce morphisms H(L @ Yp) + H(L @ Yp+r). 
We will compute the kernels of these morphisms beginning with the case 
Y = 1. 
THEORJZM 2.8. For i > p, 
ker(Hi(L @ Y”) --+ H,(L @ Yp+l)) = H&L 0 U) H,(Yp) C C(2, p, i) 
Proof. Let z E Zi(L @ YP) and suppose that x E B,(L @ YD+l). Then 
z = C aj @ dyj 
i 
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where ai EL and y’j E Yi”,:’ . Let S, ,..., S,,, be a basis for F, . Since Yp+r = 
YP + LT OF,, we may write 
yj = yj’ + f Xjk @ Sk 
P=l 
where yi’ E Y&r and xjx: E UP, . Then 
Since z EL @ YP, each xj aj @ dxjk = 0 so xi aj @ xjk E Z(L @ U) and 
z E Z(L @ U), Z( YP) + B(L @ Y”). Hence {z> E H,-,(L @ U) H,( YP) C 
w PI* 
To continue further, note that the morphism 
H(L @ Y”) --+ H(L @ Yy sends C(n,p) into C(n,p + 1). 
LEMMA 2.9. For n 3 2 and i > 0: 
ker(&(L @ YP)/(n, p, i) 
+ H,(L 0 YP+l)/C(n, p + 1, i)) C C(n + 1, p, i)/C(n, p, i). 
Proof. Let z E Z(L @ YP) and suppose that {z} E C(n,p + 1), i.e., 
(4 E (Vl ,-*-, V,} where V, is a row matrix in MH(L @ U), V, E MH(U), 
2 < i < n - 1 and V, is a column matrix in MH(YP+l). Let Aij be a defining 
system for (V, ,..., V,). Then A, E M(L @ U) for j < n, Aij E MU for 
0 < i <j < n, and Ai, E MYP+l for i < n. 
Let S, ,..., S,, be a basis for F, as a free R*-module. Then we can write 
where each Ai’ is a column matrix in MYP and each Aih is a column matrix 
in MU. Then 
n-1 
dAi, = 1 JiJk, = 
k=i+l 
5’ & (A,’ + 2 A;, @ ST) . 
k&+1 74 
However, we also have 
dA,, = d (A; + f Air @ S,.) = dA,’ + f (dA;, @ S, - & d( 1 @ S,)). 
t-4 r-1 
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It follows that 
n-1 
,zel -ik b 
A A .' = dAi' - f &, d(l @ S,) (2-l) 
F-1 
and 
n-1 
1 &,A;, = dA;, 
k-i+1 
(24 
for r = l,..., m. 
Xow, since {z} E (V, ,..., V,,) the defining system Aij may be chosen such 
that z - abn E B(L @ YP+l). Thus, there exist y EL @ Yp, x,. EL @ U 
such that 
This yields 
n-1 
zl &,,A;,. = dx,; Y = l,..., m (2.3) 
and 
n-1 
z = C iiokAk’ + f 9 d(1 @ S,) - dy. 
k=l 7-l 
(2.4) 
Define 
Bif = Aij j<n 
Bin = (Ai1 ,..., A;,) O<i<n 
B n.n+1 = 
Bi,n+l = AC O<i<n 
B,,, = (~1 ,..., x,> 
Let W,, = (~Ah-l.lh..., PL.3) and 
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Then conditions (2.1)-(2.3) say precisely that the Bij are a defining system for 
Wl ,..-, vn-1 1 wn , w,+,>. AlSO 
by (2.4). Thus, the homology class of z in H(L @ Y”) is a member of 
<I/; ,a.., V,-, , ?Vn, Wn+&, and hence a member of C(n f 1, P). 
THEOREM 2.10 For. all p >, 2 
ker(H,(L @ U) --+ H,(L @ Y)) = u C(n, 1, P). 
n>2 
Proof. Consider the sequence of homomorphisms 
H&c @ U)f:H,(L @ Y$ *--4 H&c @ Y&H& @ Y). 
We will show that for Y = l,...,P, 
ker(fT ... f,) C C(p - Y -I- 2, Y, P) 
by induction on p - Y. 
For p - r = 0, kerfi, C Ca(2, p, P) by Theorem 2.8. Assuming the result 
for rT1, 
Ker(fT ***f,) =f3Ker(fT+, .**f,N 
CfT?(C(P - y + 1, r -t 1,P))C C(P - r -t 2,r,p) 
by Lemma 2.9. By induction 
ker(fl ,...,f,> C C(P + 1, 1, P). 
To see the opposite inclusion, let (V, ,..., V,) C C(n, 1, P) and let A, 
be a defining system. Since Hi(Y) = 0 for i > 0 and only boundaries (i.e., 
elements of m*) are allowed as degree zero entries in any Aij , for i > 0, 
there exists a matrix B,-, with entries in Y such that dB,-, = Anelsn . Then 
the entries of An--g,n f An--B,n--lBn--l are cycles in Y so there exists 
B,-, E MY such that dB,-, = An-P,n +- An--B,n--lBn--l. In this way we 
obtain B, ,..., B,-, E MY such that 
dB, = “c’ AijBi + Ai, 
j-i-1 
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COROLLARY 2.11. If U is a free R*-module, then for p 2 2, 
ker(H,(m*U)) * H,(m*Y) = u C(n, 1,~). 
n>z 
Proof. Since I/’ and Y are both free R*-modules, m* @ U e m*U and 
m * @ Y & m*Y. Now apply Theorem 2.10 with L = m*. 
3. EXAMPLES OF GOLOD HOMOMORPHISMS 
In this section we will apply the techniques developed in Sections 1 and 2 
to find some examples of Golod homomorphisms. Throughout this section, 
f: R + R* is a local epimorphism of local rings, X is a minimal algebra 
resolution [3] of k over R, and X* = X OR R*. 
THEOREM 3.1. If &(X*) C mX,* for i > 0 and C,(mX*, X*, X*) = 0 
for all n 3 2, then f : R + R* is a Golod homomorphism. 
Proof. Since 2(X*) C mX*, the induced homomorphisms 
E&(X @j R*) + E&(X @ k) 
from the short exact sequence 
O+m*-+R*-+k-+O 
are all zero for i > 0. Then the long exact sequence yields that 
ToriR(k, k) ---f TorL,(k, m*) 
is a monomorphism for i > 0. Corollary 2.11 with U = X* shows that 
ToriR(k, m*) -+ Torp*(k, m*) 
is a monomorphism for i 3 0. Thus, f: R + R* is a Golod homomorphism. 
Since we will be concerned with showing the vanishing of matric Massey 
products, we next take some results that simplify this task considerably. 
We will now denote C,(L OX*, X*, X*) by C,(L). 
DEFINITION 3.2. For any R-module L, the set of ordinary BIassey 
products 
such that (V, ,..., V,J C C,(L) and each Vi is a 1 x 1 matrix whose entry 
has positive degree. 
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THEOREM 3.3. If Z,(X*) C mXi* for i > 0 and D,(m*) = 0 for 
2 <p <n, then C,(m*) =O. 
Proof. VVe will prove the theorem by induction on 1~. Since Z(X*) C mX*, 
and H(m*X*) is a vector space over K, it follows that m*Z(X*) C m*B(X*). 
Thus C2(m*) just consists of sums of elements of D&m*) and since 
D,(m*) = 0, C,(m*) = 0. 
Suppose that the theorem has been proven for all Y < n and assume that 
D,(m*) = 0 for 2 < p < n. By induction C,-,(m*) = 0 that by Proposition 
2.7, all matrix Massey products in C,(m*) have zero indeterminacy. Hence 
it is sufficient to show that for each (L’i ,..., CFn:, C C,(m-), there exists 
some defining system Aij such that (&,} = 0. 
We will first show that (V, ,..., V,) = 0 if each l/i is a 1 x 1 matrix. 
Since D,(m*) = 0, we can assume that not all the Lri have positive degree. 
So suppose that the degree of V, is GO. 
Let Ai-l,i represent Vi, i = l,..., n. Then since (V, ,..., kTrir-i) = 0 and 
(V,-1 ,...) Tm) = 0, there are & E m*X*, 0 < i < j < Y - 1 such that 
dz4ij = ~~~~+, &Asj for 0 < i < j < Y - 1 and similarly there are 
A..tzm*X* r<i<j,<n such that dAij = C~~~+l w&.i$lsi , for 
Y 2 i <j <‘n. Now to complete a defining system for (T; ,..., L’,J, first 
note that A,-,,, must be a boundary in X*. This is true by definition if Y > 1, 
while if Y = 1, we have either A,-l,, E m* or -4T--1,T = 0. So let T E X* with 
dT = A,-l,, , and define 
Ai, = -L4i,,-1T if i<r-1, 
A,-l,i = --A,, if r+l<j, 
Aij = 0 if i<r - 1 and j>r. 
It is then easy to check that the Aij are a defining system for ( V, ,..., V,) and 
Aon = Czzi &.A,, . If 1 < Y < n, then 
& = 4evL.n + &4, = &o.~--1(-T&) + @o,,-J’) A,, = 0. 
If Y = n, then 
n-2 
A,,, = C &(--A,,,-J) + &,n-l&-l.n = --d&%&7 E mW’*). 
34 
If r = 1, 
n-1 
-%. = %A, + c (-ml&) = --d(TA,,) E mB(X*), 
s=2 
so in either case, {&,} = 0 in H(m*X*). 
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Eow let V, ,..., V, be a multipliable system of matrices. Since all indeter- 
minancies are zero it is sufficient to find a defining system Aij for (V, ,..., I’,) 
such that {Asn} = 0. For i = I,..., n, let A,-l,i be a matrix of representative 
cycles for Vi with entries /&.&a, b). Since C,(m*) = 0, there are 
4-l,i+l(~, Q , b) with 
Inductively, we can find /&(a, rl ,..., Yj-i-1 , b) such that 
j-1 
dA,j(U, r1 ,...) Yj-j-1 , b) = c &(a, r1 )..., Y&j) A&k-j ,...) I;..+1 ) b) 
k=i+l 
and then {&,,(l, rl ,..., T,-~ , 1)) = 0. 
It is easily checked that the matrices 
are a defining system for (V, ,..., V,} and the Massey product 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that &(X*) C mXj* for i > 0 and that for for 
any set of homology classes VI ,..., V,, E H(X*) of positive degree, there are 
representative cycles A, ,..., A,, E 2(X*) such that Ji-,A, = 0 in X* for 
i = 2,..., n. Then C,(m*) = 0 for all n > 2. 
Proof. Clearly D,(m*) = 0 and thus C,(m*) = 0. Assume that 
C,-,(m*) = 0, so that all elements of C,(m*) have zero indeterminacy. Let 
V, E H(mX*), and Vi E H(X*), i = 2 ,..., n, all of positive degree and choose 
representative cycles A, ,..., A, E mX* such that AI-,A, = 0 for i = 2 ,..., n, 
i.e., {Ai} = Vi in H(X*) for i = 2 ,..., n, but {Al} in H(mX*) may not equal 
1: . Let A,, E mX* such that {A,,} in H(mX*) is VI . Then A,, = A, + dB 
for some B E Xv:‘, so 
&,A, = dBA, = -d(BA,). 
Now define A,-l,i = L41 for i = 2 ,..., n 
A,, = --BA, , A, = 0 for j > 2, 
and 
Ajj = 0 forI <i<j<n and j-i> 1. 
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Then the Aij form a defining system for (V, ,..., I’,) and L&,~ = 0. Since 
(Vl ,..*, V,) has zero indeterminacy, (V, ,..., V,) = 0. Thus, D,(m*) = 0 
so by Theorem 3.3, C,(m*) = 0. 
We will now use these methods to obtain some known results, thus giving 
a uniform approach to the following seemingly unrelated results of Tate and 
Golod. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a regular local ring with maximal ideal m. Let I be 
an ideal of R, I C m2, and suppose that D,(R/I) = 0 for all n 3 2. Then 
f : R --f R/I is a Golod homomorphism. 
Proof. Since R is a regular local ring, the Koszul complex K of R is a 
minimal algebra resolution of K = R/m. The Koszul complex has the 
property that B(K) n m2K C mB(K) [IO, W-481, and thus, since I C m*, 
&(K*) C m*K,* for i > 0, where K * = K @ .R/I. By Theorems 3.1 and 
3.3 we need only show now that D,(m*) = 0 for all n > 2. Since D,(R*) = 0, 
Zi(K*) Z,(K*) C Bi+j(K*) n m2KzT+j = mB,,,(K*) 
for i, j > 0, so D,(m*) = 0. 
Assuming that D,(m*] = 0 for 2 < p < a, let -4, be a defining system for 
(Vl ,-.*, V,) C D,(R*). Then each Aij E m*K* and 
n-1 
A,,% = C AojAj, E B(K*) n m2K* C mB(K*) 
j=l 
so that {&} = 0 in H(mK*) and D,(m*) = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.6 [2]. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension n with 
maximal ideal m and I an ideal of R, I C m2. Suppose that D,(R/I) = 0 for all 
p >2. Then 
(1 + x)” 
P(R:'l, 4 = 1 --pcixi+l 
where ci = dim, H,(K @ R/I). 
Proof. Since f: R -+ R/I is a Golod homomorphism, we may apply 
Theorem 1.6, as follows: P(R, K) = (1 + x)” since the Koszul complex K of 
R is a minimal resolution of K, and P(R, R*) = 1 f x& cixi. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let R be a local ring, and b a nonzero-divisor in m2. Then 
f : R + Ri(b) is a Golod homomorphism. 
48x/37!=7 
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PYOO~. Let X be a minimal algebra resolution of K over R, and 
X* = X @ .R/(b) and let h be the natural homomorphism X+ X*. 
Since b is a nonzero-divisor, Hi(X*) = 0 for i > 1 so that Z(X*) C 
&(X*) C mXt* for i > 1. If a E Z,(X*), let a’ E Xi with h(z’) = z. Then 
dz’ E (b) Cm* so z’ E mX, and a E mX,*. Let T E X1 with dT = b. Then 
H(X”) = K + k{h(T)}. Clearly D,(m*) = 0 for all 11 3 2. 
COROLLARY 3.8 [l 11. Let R and b be us above. Then 
P(R/(b), k) = [P(R, K)]/(l - x2). 
Proof. Since P(R, R/b) = 1 + x, Theorem 1.6 yields the result. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let R be a local ring and I = (0: m), the socle of R. Then 
f : R -+ R/I is a Golod homomorphism if and only if the induced homomorphism 
7: ToriR(K, k) - Tor R!‘(k, k) is a monomorphism for all i > 0. 
Proof. From the remarks following Definition 1 .l, if f is a Golod homo- 
morphism, then 7 is a monomorphism. 
Now suppose that 17 is a monomorphism, and that X is a minimal algebra 
resolution of k over R with X* = X @ R/I. Then from the same remarks, 
it is clear that Zi(X*) C mX,* for i > 0. We must show that D,(m*) = 0 
for all n > 2. Let h: X + X* be the natural homomorphism and let Y be the 
resolution of k over R* = R/I defined in Section 2 with U = X”. Then the 
inclusion X* C Y induces the monomorphism q: X* 83 k + H(Y @ k). We 
first show that 
m*B( Y) n B(X*) C m*B(X*) 
as follows. If x E X* and dx E m*B(Y), then x E m*Y + B(Y) and thus 
q(x @ 1) = 0 in H(Y @ k). Since 17 is a monomorphism, x @ 1 = 0 in 
X* 8 k, so x E m*X* and dx E m*B(X*). 
Now let ZJ and z’ be cycles in X*. Then there are elements u’, v’ E X with 
h(u’) = U, h(v’) = v. It is clear that zi, v’ E mX and du’, dv’ E IX. Thus 
d(u’v’) E mIX = 0. 
It follows that u’v’ E B(X) and uv E B(X*). By Corollary 2.11, uv E m*B(Y) 
so uv E m*B(X*). Let Ai-i,i , i = l,..., n be cycles in X* and let A;-,.i E X 
with h(&,,Q = A,-l,i . Suppose that Aij E mX have been defined for 
j - i < k such that dAi, = aij = ~~~~+, &A~, . Then for j - i = k, 
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dAjj = dA~,i+,A:+,,j - A& d(Ai-,,j) = 0 since A;+,,j and Ai,j-, E mX. 
Thus there exists A; E X with d/Z; = Aij . Again by Corollary 2.11. 
Aii = h(lY&) E m*B(Y) n B(X*) = m*B(X*), 
completing the induction. 
We have shown that for each set of cycles A,-l,i in 2(X”), there is a defining 
system A, such that &, E mB(X*). S ince we may inductively assume that 
C,-,(m*) = 0, all nth order Massey products have zero indeterminacy and 
thus C,(m*) = 0. 
It has been shown [l] that for any local ring R, TorR(k, k) is a Hopf 
algebra. Also if f: R --f RF is a local homomorphism of local rings, then the 
induced homomorphism 
7: TorR(K, k) + TorR*(R, k) 
is a homomorphism of Hopf algebras. Let Pr(R) denote the vector space of 
primitive elements of the Hopf algebra TorR(k, k). Then by a theorem in 
Hopf algebras [9, Proposition 3.91, 7 is a monomorphism if and only if its 
restriction to Pr(R) is a monomorphism. 
LEntw 3.10. Let R be a local Gorenstein ring of dimension zero, 
n = dim mjm2, and A’ its Koszul complex. Then for 0 < i < n 
(0: m)K, C (0: m*)&(K). 
Proof. Let X be a minimal resolution of K over R, and consider the exact 
sequence 
Since R is self-injective, the dual sequence 
hom(R, R) dlt hom(X, , R) d2t hom(X, , R) 
is exact. Let t r ,..., t, be a minimal generating set for m. Since (0: m) 
is one-dimensional, we have (0: m) = (x). We can write Xi = C RT, 
where dTi = ti . Let g E hom(X, , RR) such that g(TJ = .1c and 
g(T,) = 0 for j # i. Then since B,(X) C mX, , d**(g) = 0, so g = d,*(h) 
for some h E hom(R, R). If h( 1) = yi , then x = tiyi and tjyi = 0 for i # i. 
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Since yi ma = 0, y E (0: m). Now for any Til ... TjB E K, , p < n, assume 
that j # {ir ,..., i,}. Then 
x Ti, .‘- Tip = d(yjTjTil a** Tip) E (0: m2)B,(K). 
THEWEM 3.11. Let R be a local Gorenstein ring of dimension zero with 
dim, m/m2 < 3, and I = (0: m), the socle of R. Then f: R + R/I is a 
Golod homomorphism. 
Proof. In [6], the author has shown that Pr(R) = 0 for i > 4. Thus we 
need only show that with R* = R/I. 
7: ToriR(k, li) -+ Torf (A, K). 
is a monomorphism for 0 < i < 4. 
We will show that 7 is a monomorphism by showing that 
S: ToriR(K, k) --f To&(k, m*) 
and 
qo: Tor,R_,(K, m*) ---f To&(R, m*) 
are monomorphisms for i = 1,2, 3,4. 
Let X be a minimal algebra resolution of k over R. We must show that 
(see Theorem 3.1): 
(i) Zi(X*) C mXi* 
for 1 < i < 4 and that 
(ii) ker(Hi(m*X*) + Hi(m*Y)) = 0 
for 0 < i < 3. 
By Theorem 2.10, (ii) is true if C,(m*) n H,(m*X*) = 0 for all 
p > 2 and 0 < i < 3, which in turn will hold, by Theorem 3.3, if 
D,(m*) n Hi(mVX*) = 0 for all p > 2 and 0 < i < 3. 
It is easily seen that for x E (Ii ,..., VD) C D,(m*), 
deg x = f deg( I;) + p - 2. 
j=l 
Hence D,(m*) n H,(m*X*) = B for p > 2 and 0 < i < 3. Thus, to 
prove (ii) it is sufficient to show that 
Zi(Xq) Z,(-Y*) C mBi+j(X*) 
for i > 0, j > 0, and i + j < 3. 
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Let K be the Koszul complex of R. Since R is self-injective, (0: m) = mr 
for some integer T and by Lemma 3.10, (0: m)K, = (0: m2)B,(K) for 
0 < i < 2. Using the derivation rule, d(xy) = (A) y - Zu’y, we get 
(0: m)KiXj = (0: m2)Bi(K) Xi C (0: m2)BiAj(X) + (0: m)K,+,X+, 
for 0 < i < 2. By repeated use of this formula, 
(0: m)X, = (0: m2)B,(X) + (0: m)K, 
for 0 < i < 3, so again by Lemma 3.10: 
(0: m)Xi = (0: m2)B,(X) 
for 0 < i < 2. For i = 3, note that [12] H(K) is a PoincarC algebra so that 
H,(K) H,(K) = H,(K), and 
(0: m)K, = Z,(K) = Z,(K) Z,(K) C &Z,(K) X3) C m&(X). 
Hence, myX3 C m&(X). These formulas yield 
2,(X*) = (0: m2)Xi* -!- B,(X*) 
for 1 <i < 3 and 
Z,(X*) C mX,*. 
It follows that (Zl(X*))2 C mB,(X*) and Z,(X”) Z,(X*) C m&(X*). 
Hence, f: R ---f R/(0: m) is a Golod homomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let R be a local Gorenstein ring of dimension zero with 
dim, m/m2 < 3 and I = (0: m) its socle. Then the Poincare’ series of k over 
R/I represents a rational function. 
Proof. Since I is a one-dimensional vector space over k, I and k are 
isomorphic R-modules, so the short exact sequence 
shows that 
O+I+R+R/I+O 
ToriR(k, R/I) w TorF,(k, k) 
for i > 1 so P(R, R/I) = 1 + xP(R, k). Then by Theorem 1.6: 
P(R/I, k) = P(R k) 
1 - x2P(R, k) * 
Since P(R, k) represents a rational function [12], so does P(R/I, k). 
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We may also obtain a related result of Gulliksen’s [4]. 
THEOREM 3.13 (Gulliksen). If R is a local complete intersection of dimen- 
sion zero and I = (0: m). Then P(R/I, k) represents a rational fufunction. 
Proof. It was shown in [6], that Pr(R) = 0 for i > 2. Thus to show that 
7: Tor”(k, k) + To$“(k, k) 
is a monomorphism, it is sufficient to prove it for i = 1,2. The case i = 1 
follows because 1 C m2. By Lemma 3.10, since R is a Gorenstein ring of 
dimension zero IX1 C mB,(X) so &(Xx) C mX,%. Since there are no 
ordinary Massey products in H,(mX*), the case i = 2 follows. Hence, by 
Theorem 3.9, f: R + R/I is a Golod homomorphism and since P(R, k) 
represents a rational function, so does P(R/I, k). 
How ubiquitous are Golod homomorphisms ? The following results show 
that for every local ring R there is an Artinian local ring R* such 
that f: R + R* is a Golod homomorphism. 
LEnwa 3.14. Let R be a local ring and K be its Koszul complex. Then 
there exists an integer Y,, such that for r > y. 
mrKi n &(K) C m7-l&(K) 
for all integers i. 
Proof. Let n = dim, m,Im2. Since Ki = 0 for i > n, it sufficies to prove 
the result for each i separately. By the Artin-Rees Lemma, 
integer r,, such that for r > Y,, 
mrKi n &(K) C m(m’-lKi n &(K)). 
However, 
rnr-lKi n Z$(K) 
f&(m’-1K) z --___ 
m’-I&( K) 
is a vector space over k, and thus, 
m(mr-lKi n Zi(K)) C m+l&(K). 
there exists an 
THEOREM 3.15. Let R be a local ring and m its maximal ideal. Then there 
exists an integer 0 such that for Y > Y,, , f : R --t R/m’ is a Golod homomorphism. 
Proof. Let K be the Koszul complex of R and XT> K a minimal algebra 
resolution of k over R. Choose Y,, as in Lemma 3.14 so that m’Ki n Zi(K) C 
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m+lB,(K) for i = O,..., n, where n = dim, mjm2, and let X* = X @ R/mr. 
Since X is a free K-module, it is easy to verify that 
Z(mT&Xj) C Z(mrKi) Xi + mTKi+lXj+, = mr-lB,(K) Xi + mTKi+,Xj-,. 
Then as in Theorem 3.11, 
m+-l&(K) Xi C mT-lBi+i(X) + m’Ki+,Xj-, 
SO 
Z(mTKiXj) C mT-113i+i(X) + Z(lIl’K+lXj-1). 
Iterating, we get 
Z(mTXi) C mr-l&(X) 
for all i 3 0. Thus 
Zi(x*) = m7-lXi* + Bi(X*) 
for i 3 1. Every homology class in Hi(X*) then has a representative cycle 
in m+lXi*. The product of any two such cycles is necessarily zero so by 
Theorem 3.1 and 3.4 f: R -+ R/m’ is a Golod homomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3.16. Let R be a local ring and X be a minimal resolution of k 
over R. Then there exists an integer rO such that for r > rO , and all i > 1: 
ToriR(k, R/m’) e 
mT-lBi-l(X) 
m’Bipl(X) 
We can now reduce the question of the rationality of the Poincare series 
to the case of a local ring of dimension zero. 
THEOREM 3.17. The following are equivalent: 
(i) The Poincare’ series P(R, k) represents a rational function for any 
local ring R. 
(ii) The Poincare’ series P(R, k) represents a rational function for any 
local ring R of dimension zero. 
Proof. We will show that for sufficiently large r, P(R, k) represents a 
rational function if and only if P(RIm’, k) does. Let X be a minimal resolu- 
tion of k over R and choose r,, as in Theorem 3.15 so that for r > r,, , 
rn’X n B(X) = m’-‘B(X). Then for i > 1 the short exact sequence 
0 -+ mT-l&(X) -+ mpXi --+ m7Bipl(X) -+ 0 
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induces 
o --f m’-l&(X) mTX. m’ILl(X) 
m’&(X) + -----!- + m7+lJjiml(X) + O mr?lX. (3.1) t 
which is exact because 
Let 
mT-l&(X) n mr+lXi = B,(X) n mr+lXi = m?&(X). 
Ci(y) = dim, Tor,R(k, R/m’) = dim, m~~~~-{~~) 
t1 
for i > 1, and let Ai = dim, ToriR(K, k). Then the exact sequence (3.1) 
yields the formula 
c,+l(Y) = C,(Y) Ai - Ci(Y + 1) 
for i > 1. By induction for p 3 2 
P-l 
C,(Y) = x (-1)i A,-,-1 C,(r + i). 
i=O 
So if H(X) = ~~=, (-l)i C,(Y + i) &l then 
H(x) P(R, k) = P(R, R/m’) - 1. 
Next we show that for large Y, H(x) represents a rational function. 
Since 
C,(i) = dim, m~~~$~) = dim, m” , 
0 
m"+l 
C,(i) is the Hilbert characteristic function of the associated graded ring of R 
[lo, 11-221. Hence there is an integer i, and a polynomial p(x) such that 
for i > i, , C,(i) = p(i). Suppose now that r > max(r, , i,). Then if 
it = 1 + degp(x), the nth difference d”p(x) = 0. Thus, 
for i 3 i, . This is a recursive relation on the coefficients of H(x) showing 
that H(x) represents a rational function. Then by Theorem 1.6, 
W, k) 
P(R’m” ‘) = 1 - xH(x) P(R, k) 
so P(R/mr, k) represents a rational function if and only if P(R, k) does. 
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In [6], the author conjectured that for any local ring R, Ext,(k, k) with 
the Yoneda product is a finitely generated algebra. The following theorem 
reduces this conjecture to the case of a local ring of dimension zero. 
THEOREM 3.18. The following are equivalent: 
(i) The algebra Ext,(k, k) is a jnitely generated algebra for all local 
rings R. 
(ii) The algebra Ext,(k, k) is a jnitely generated algebra for all local 
rings R of dimension zero. 
Proof. By [9, Proposition 3.101, Exta(k, k) is a finitely generated algebra 
if and only if the primitive elements of its dual Hopf algebra TorR(k, k) [6] 
are finite-dimensional. By Theorem 3.15, for some r, f: R -+ R/m’ is a 
Golod homomorphism, so in particular 
7: TorR(k, k) + TorRlmr(k, k) 
is a monomorphism inducing a monomorphism Pr(R)-+Pr(Rjmr). It follows 
that if Pr(R/mr) is finite-dimensional, Pr(R) is also. Since R/m’ is zero 
dimensional the theorem follows. 
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